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when my mama dies, she wants to be buried wrapped warmly inside of a single white sheet—like 

an afterbirth. she wants the sheet to start around her head, covering her halo of brown, thick 

hair, then continually wrapped in a clockwise motion around her body, down to her toes until 

she becomes a cocoon and nothing but the front of her face is visible— like Jesus in the manger. 

i have pictured this image and other images of her being gone untimely and harshly, way out of 

my control— me at her funeral making sure that no one laughs at my baby Jesus. i believe it will 

be sudden. all of it. her death, her funeral, how soon i will forget her. i would rather it be sudden. 

i do not want to watch her go over a period of time due to a sickness or a disease. due to cancer or 

alzheimer’s. due to her kindness. i don’t want to have to beg her to stay, because i will.

[i will plant bombs in the tombs of my soul and there will be no remains left if she leaves me here 

alone. she is my home]

about two years ago, we exchanged funeral preparations on a piece of notebook paper. this 

was after i got sick but didn’t die, and in an attempt to make me overlook the safety net that 

almost forgot to protect me, she suggested we plan out our death celebrations instead. i have 

since misplaced her copy of demands but i’ve memorized exactly what she wants; it isn’t very 

complicated, just unconventional. and maybe entertaining if i am able to get in touch 

with shirly ceasar.

my mama’s not afraid to die. at first i was, i used to be, some days i still am. but i am reminded 

that death doesn’t matter, it is uncontrollable; being separated from the body does not mean you 

are dead, or dying. being separated from your body just means you are moving on from a place 

that can no longer fulfill everything that you withhold on the inside.

two weeks after my first semester of college started, i got sick. for a week i could not move out 

of my bed without feeling that every intestine in my gut was being clipped piece by piece with 

scissors that just couldn’t get all the way through the first time, so it pricked and pricked until 

finally it separated them into finger puppets. i would just lie there in stillness for days. no appetite 

for food and only a couple sips of water each day. there would be no movement for minutes at a 

time, then, sporadically, the clipping and stabbing would occur until i was bent over backwards, 

biting my pillow so i wouldn’t curse and say God in the same sentence. after the third day of 

endurance, and threats from my mama, i finally went to a doctor who could not explain my 

symptoms. he was only sorry that i was in so much pain. they took blood and as the needle went 

into my veins, my body went cold.
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ice started to rise from my toes and still me in the moment. heat began to fire out of my ears, back 

down through my ribcage—these opposite sensations met in the middle of my torso before the 

collision caused sweat to fall down my face and my eyes to close shut. they could not explain this 

either. when i left the doctor’s office, i walked around downtown chicago lost, still nothing but 

a new girl to the city, looking for my dorm. i thought i was going to die on one of those backstreets.

at 1am that night, when i was back in my normal position, legs and arms spread out as far as my 

body could stretch in order to subdue the chaos that was inside of my chest, my doctor sent me an 

email with the results of my blood test. the email said that my blood

was on the verge of clotting around the lungs.

the levels are fatal, he said.

fatal, he said.

i was advised to go to an emergency room right away.

i went the next morning.

right away, i had to call my mama and tell her that her only child was about to die. i didn’t know 

how to do it without sounding scared. i was taught not to be scared. i didn’t want to sound scared; 

mama they said that i’m fatal i try not to kill her before she dies and that i have to go now. she said 

she would be there by morning.

she was telling me not to worry, that everyone was going to die.

in the emergency room, five doctors stood around my bedside, staring at, and touching my 

abdomen while my mama sat in the chair next to me, staring at them.

‘does it hurt when i touch here?’ one of them asked. from the opposite side, another man asked, 

‘what about here?

no. the pain is on the inside it is pain it is painful i can’t breathe.

‘we will go run some more tests, we do not think it’s cancer’ said another.

i did not think it was cancer it is not cancer it is a step up from childbirth i can’t sit straight i 

haven’t ate in four moons i’m beginning to see my spine, sir.

‘we will get you out of here soon’

[someone in my family is going to die soon] i thought. if it is me i am ok with it. soft crying. no 

pleading. only accepting that i was made to only exist for eighteen years. i began to think about 

babies and the ones that were soon to be birthed into my family. my cousin was nine months 

pregnant. it is said that when babies are born, someone dies. a life for a life. but then it is said, 

meaning what i’ve been told, that people die in threes. maybe it is months apart or weeks or years, 

but three. three deaths and we strike out for good. my family is not big enough for one person to 

stand alone.

my mama and i are always trying to figure out who: a distant cousin, someone closer. through 

process of elimination we try to figure out who it might be by who has done the most dirt, who 

has lived the longest life, but most times we conclude that we’d rather it be one of us instead of 

one of them. we race between one another. if i go and she stays, fine. if she goes and i stay…. i do 
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not know what will happen to me

‘if it is me…’ she always says

[as long as it’s not my mama] i always say

—

they come back, the doctors, together, again, touch me some more. they pretend to look at my 

chart with concern. the white walls have become paler since the last time they were in the room. 

my mama watches me watch them.

‘we couldn’t find anything wrong with you. if it doesn’t pass, come back and see us’

make something up then. stop twisting the knife it hurts i know that you can see something is not 

right but there is nothing wrong with me, they say i will not die i will just live through this blood 

dripping from my heart when you leave me here, mama.

there was a story that i was reading about a mother who thinks either/or. no explanation, just 

cut and dry. my mama is the exact same way. if she believes something then the contrary of her 

belief must be bad and you must not believe it because believing in the wrong things and in the 

wrong people is how you book a one-way to hell. but really, she is my only friend, i depend on 

our closeness. there is nothing or no one who knows that our problem is we spend too much time 

together. and that time only makes room for truth. no matter how strong my mama thinks she 

is, or how strong i know she can be, she cannot handle some truths, the bare ones, the ones that 

make her question what she is willing to stand for. when we left the emergency room, she took 

me to get some food, she made me eat pasta that i did not taste, it tasted like i was eating empty 

space. like i was chewing on my tongue so i wouldn’t say anything mean. we talked about what 

the doctors said, which was nothing. we talked about family back home and when she planned 

to go back. i made a comment that “they” get over on her—as in people we both know. i said it 

because i meant it. she shifted all the way in her seat.

she waves my comment off with her left hand, ‘i’m done talking to you’

‘what’

‘how they get over on me when i didn’t know’

‘well, getting over is the wrong word.  my bad.  they take advantage’

she silently picks at her food. there are certain people i can’t openly talk about with her. we can 

talk about her dying or me dying but we cannot talk about the lives we are living.

‘yeah’ she says, ‘everybody takes advantage. everybody’

‘oh, so you including me in everybody. that’s what you doing’ almost a question coming from me.

‘yeah, everybody’

i pay for our meals and we go home. i do not tell her that i would die for her without anyone 

asking me to.

i do not say anything on our bus ride back as i lay my head in her lap to cry from the pain she just 

added to my insides.

—
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when we exchanged funeral preparations, it was fun. we sat in my dorm room and i looked up at 

her from the floor as she sat on my bed the night before her flight home.  it was fun because of the 

major differences we had in the expectations of the people we will leave behind, mostly of one 

another. i still have to think about if i will actually wrap her in a sheet when she goes. it seems to 

be a constant whenever we talk about it. she wants to wear a sheet. i want to wear what i would 

wear to sleep, a t-shirt and baggy bottoms, since i would basically be taking a forever nap. she 

wants a eulogy preached by a pastor who shares her same values. i want everyone there to say 

something about me, preferably something true. she wants “heaven,” and i want “jesus walks.” 

“jesus walks” is a nonnegotiable and i expect her to make that happen. we begin to trade ideas. 

‘do not spend a lot of money on no casket. buy the cheapest one they got’  she always says there 

is no need to spend that much money on dead people. the body isn’t something that needs to be 

preserved.

‘so, a wooden box’

‘i guess. whichever one is cheapest,’ she reiterated, ‘and don’t let certain people come.’

for a long time i did not know that i wasn’t supposed to fear death.

in movies, that is the number one thing the characters try to avoid. they jump over buildings, 

slide under cars, anything to avoid the hit. death, in the bible, romanticizes its essence in a way 

that it seems almost revolutionary. in life, death is the one thing we cannot run away from.

my old pastor said that life after death is better than life on earth and i don’t know how he knows 

that when he hasn’t died yet. i have concerns: will i know the same people in heaven as i do on 

earth. will my heavenly family be the same as my earthly one. i have faith, although [mama, i 

don’t think i’m good enough to be able to meet you in heaven. i have too many secrets i have kept 

from you]

‘do you love the Lord?’ she always asks me

‘yes’

‘well you’ll be in heaven’

the scary part of dying, for me, is the how. the how is more important than the when. how will i 

die. when i was eight, i thought the best way to die was in your sleep. i was sure that was the way 

i wanted to go. easy. smooth. Uneventful. just die all on my own. now i know that the simplicity 

i’d hoped for wasn’t as profound as i had made it seem. things go in mysterious ways.

nobody talks about their own death but it is so close that i can see nothing besides it. death is my 

favorite subject and subconsciously, talking about things aloud, the results either tend to drift 

away or come to pass. i hope i am not speaking anything into existence about my existence. i do 

not want to drown, get buried alive, murdered, i do not want to be a victim. i heard that brain 

aneurisms are quick, but painful. pain doesn’t scare me though, not knowing does.

when my great grandmother died she was over the age of ninety, she was not wrapped in any 

white sheets, she didn’t even have an open casket, but it was expensive. and she was scared. she 
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didn’t remember our names anymore but she was scared for us to leave or live a life that she no 

longer could. i do not want to be scared when it is time for me to die. i think i saw my mama cry a 

small amount of tears at her funeral, then she got up and said her goodbyes. she said she’d do the 

same when i go but i don’t believe her. then she said most likely she will go first anyways so there 

would be no need.

when my mama dies, i am instructed to do everything i would do if she weren’t missing, which 

seems impossible. it has been over five years since someone in my family has passed. she thinks 

she is next. and everyday it feels as if we are closer to a visit. it is unthinkable, the thought.

when my mama dies, i will fulfill her wishes. i will wrap her in more than one white sheet so that 

i know her spirit is safe. i will remember those times i would come home on breaks, most nights 

sleeping in her bed. i will remember when she got up to go to work in the mornings how she 

would tuck me back in because i am/i was her husband.

[if you die while i’m here, mama, while i am in a land of buildings that hold each other up, please do 

not let me down, let me go first]

if i am still living inside the body while she’s outside of hers, help me.


